Disclaimer of Super Prof B.V.
This disclaimer applies to all visitors and users of www.superprof.nl

Use
The unauthorised or improper use of www.superprof.nl or its content may infringe intellectual property rights,
legislation on privacy, publication and/or communication in the broadest sense of the word. You are responsible
for anything you send from the website. Furthermore, you are not permitted to disrupt the normal operation of
www.superprof.nl or to violate its integrity, including changing its content, as well as cracking and hacking of the
website.

Availability
Super Prof aims for www.superprof.nl to be permanently available. However, Super Prof does not guarantee that
www.superprof.nl performs flawlessly or without interruption. Furthermore, Super Prof, for whatever reason,
reserves the right to terminate the availability of wwww.superprof.nl and/or certain services offered on it or to
limit access to them. Super Prof is in no way responsible for any damage that could be suffered as a result.

Liability
www.superprof.nl is maintained with due care. Super Prof pays considerable attention to keeping its content upto-date, accessible, correct and complete.
However, parts of this website may be outdated, incomplete and/or incorrect. No rights can be derived from the
content of this website and Super Prof accepts no responsibility for it. If you come across information on this
website that you think is incorrect, you can tell us by contacting us via the contact details below. The information
on www.superprof.nl is of a general character and although it is compiled with due care, Super Prof does not
guarantee that it is correct or complete. Super Prof does not issue any guarantees with regard to the security of
www.superprof.nl, although everything reasonably possible is done to keep www.superprof.nl free from viruses.

Intellectual property rights
Super Prof, or at least the entitled party, retains all intellectual property rights with regard to the images, logos,
texts and other content on www.superprof.nl (unless stated otherwise). Except for personal, non-commercial
use, reproduction/use thereof is only permitted subject to the written permission from the owner.

Third-party information
www.superprof may contain hyperlinks to other websites that are beyond the control of Super Prof. These
hyperlinks are included for your convenience only and do not imply that information, products or services
offered on or via these websites are recommended by Super Prof. The use of such hyperlinks is entirely at the
user’s risk and Super Prof does not accept any responsibility or liability with regard to the content, use or
availability of such websites.

Miscellaneous
Super Prof can at all times change this disclaimer. Changes take effect from the moment they are published on
this website. Super Prof further reserves the right to change or terminate www.superprof.nl, all of which is at its
discretion and at any time as it sees fit, without prior warning. Super Prof is not liable for the consequences of
changing or terminating the website.
Finally, www.superprof.nl and this disclaimer are governed by Dutch law. All disputes in connection with the
website or disclaimer will be submitted for settlement to the competent court in 's-Hertogenbosch only.

Questions
If after reading this disclaimer you have any questions or comments, please use the information below
to contact us.

Contact details

Super Prof B.V.
De Geerden 16, 5334 LE Velddriel
E info@superprof.nl
T +31 (0)418 634 600

